Louis Fahrenwald, who had been assistant to George Diffenbaugh at Kenwood CC (Washington DC dist.) since 1938, enlisted in the Marines when World War II began. Lou was killed at Guadalcanal, Sept. 14, 1942 when the Marines fought their way ashore.

Diffenbaugh, Maury Fitzgerald, Washington golf writer; and members of Kenwood headed by William M. Briggs, chmn. of the club's golf committee, were active in placing a memorial to young Fahrenwald which was appropriately set near the first tee where Lou acted as starter in addition to handling his other duties.

On a stone base is a bronze plaque bearing the inscription:

In Memory of
Louis Fahrenwald
The First Professional Golfer Killed in World War II
Died Guadalcanal September 14, 1942.

Courses to be Lighted for Night Play

Springs Cotton Mills, Lancaster, S.C., is planning to light golf course being built adjacent to its Fort Mill plant. The company, which is headed by Col. Elliott Springs, who was a noted World War I ace and author prior to becoming a very successful industrialist, already has courses for its employees at Lancaster, Chester and Kershaw. It is planned to eventually light all these courses.

Col. Springs says lighting plans are subject to revision after experimental stage. He has in prospect lighting of greens and tees with baseball and tennis intensity. There will be no poles on the fairway lighting. Neon lights will be used for fairway lighting. Balls with luminous paint will be used so as to make it easy to locate balls in the rough. Experiments are being conducted on balls with metallic paint and a radar outfit which will locate such balls in the rough.